We show that the topology of a simply-connected smooth projective surface is determined by its algebraic structure modulo p.
Here, isomorphic modulo p means the following: We can find a common finitely-generated ring of definition R for X and Y (that is, such that X and Y can both be defined by equations with coefficients in R), and a prime ideal with residue field k of characteristic p such that
That is, X and Y are isomorphic when the coefficients ae regarded as lying in the algebraic closure of k. 'Good reduction' means the two varieties appearing in this isomorphism are smooth overk. For example, they might both be defined over Z, in which case the meaning of everything is clear.
Here is the proof: By Freedman's theorem ( [7] , theorem 1.5) the oriented homeomorphism-type of a simply-connected oriented smooth 4-manifold X is determined by the unimodular intersection pairing
on the free abelian group H 2 (X, Z). We examine this for algebraic surfaces. By the smooth and proper base-change theorems ( [8] , chapters 12-14), the Z l -linear extension of B, is determined by X mod p for any l = p. In particular, the rank and type (even or odd, by taking l = 2) of B is determined by reduction mod p. On the other hand, the signature of X is determined by Hirzebruch's signature theorem ( [9] , theorem 8.2.2) to be
The numerical invariants in this formula are preserved under specialization. Therefore, we conclude that the rank, type, and signature of B are determined by reduction mod p. This concludes the proof when B is indefinite ( [11] , chapter 5,
where r is the rank. But whether or not B is definite (as well as the sign) is also determined by the rank and signature, and hence, by the reduction modulo p. So we are done.
Comments
Determination of topological invariants of varieties by modulo p arithmetic is of course a well-known side-effect of modern arithmetic geometry.
For a smooth and proper variety, the Betti numbers, for example, are determined by the reduction of the variety modulo a (good) prime p.
More intricate invariants can also be brought in (where we always assume that the variety is smooth and proper and the prime is good):
-The Hodge numbers, for example, are determined by reduction modulo an ordinary prime p ([2] Theorem (0.7)).
-The integral cohomology groups are determined by reduction modulo two primes: this is because two primes are sufficient to determine all H i (X, Z p ), and then, H i (X, Z) by the universal coefficient theorem.
-For simply-connected varieties, the rational homotopy groups are determined by reduction modulo p ( [1] , [4] , [10] ).
-For simply-connected varieties, the integral higher homotopy groups are determined by reduction modulo two primes [1] .
But the case of simply-connected surfaces is the only one we know of where something as refined as the homeomorphism-type is actually determined by reduction modulo p. Our proof is of course a consequence of the very powerful classification theorems for four-manifolds. As such, it appears essentially to be an accident. On the other hand, it would be interesting to seek out other non-trivial examples of such theorems, if only to probe their accidental nature.
We point out also that there are parallel results where topological invariants are preserved by conjugation, that is, hitting the coefficients of some defining equations with an automorphism of the complex numbers. As is obvious from our proof, this would be true, for example, for the homeomorphism type of simply-connected smooth projective surfaces.
One final remark: As is well-known, as a consequence of the Weil conjectures [3] , the Betti numbers of a smooth proper variety are determined just by the zeta-function of its reduction mod p. So in this very rigid case of simplyconnected surfaces, it is natural to ask if the homeomorphism type is determined by the zeta function. However, the simplest possible case of P 1 × P 1 and P 2 blown up at a point provides a counter-example. In fact, this shows that even the rational homotopy type cannot be determined by the zeta function.
